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Ceramic plain bell-shaped vase 
Chalcolithic / Late 3rd millennium B.C.
Centirã 2 (Serpa, Brinches)

Bronze tranchet (tanged chisel)
Late Bronze Age
Santa Margarida 1 
(Serpa, Salvador and Santa Maria)

Crescent shape loom weight
Late Neolithic / Chalcolithic
Torre Velha 12 (Serpa, Brinches)

THE EXHIBIT
Objects dating from Prehistory to the Iron Age are exhibited in this first room. Arti-
facts are coming, both, from housing settlements, displaying daily use utensils, or 
necropolis, these showing evident symbolic relations with the religious practices 
then under use.

The exhibit is composed by two different documental modules, laid alongside the 
walls, and concern, one, human settlements, natural resources and communitarian 
livelihood, and, the other, features related with sacred and funerary dimensions. A 
timeline enhances the different historic periods, always present to help the visitors.

In the middle, showcases display archaeological remains that exemplify the written 
panels thematic interpretation, the large majority coinciding in the same room area 
as the latter. 

At the last showroom, a film, «Nos Campos em volta» (In the surrounding fields), by 
director João Botelho, is played, describing the museum historic contexts geogra-
phic framing, as well as introducing the visitor to many of these sites.

FROM PREHISTORY TO THE IRON AGE
During prehistory, Serpa territory had all the favorable conditions for nomad com-
munities to set in motion an intense population settling, due to large food resources 
and the backbone of a relevant hydrographic basin. 

Ditch fields, menhirs, dolmens, underground carved tombs (hypogeum or trenches), 
false dome funerary monuments (tholoi ), carved stones - all these testimonies can 
be found in the region, isolated or coexisting, sometimes within the same space and 
having, some of them, similar chronology. Different funerary rituals and architectu-
ral polymorphisms allow us to imagine the presence of distinct communities.

Sheep breading and agriculture bring about new ways to envisage the inhabited spa-
ce, with a growing bond to the land. Topping this process, populations will learn to 
explore the rich regional mineral resources, and to shape them, through copper me-
tallurgy skills, into more resistant and efficient new utensils.

With these first metallurgists, new territory settling strategies are followed along 
the 4th and 3rd millennium B.C., contributing to food resources diversification and 
new crafts, these completed by a rising specialization. 

As a consequence of that mining wealth and of metallic products commercial routes 
deepening, all along the 2nd millennium B.C., a warrior and political elite emerges. 
At this stage, pottery and burnished ornaments assume a relevant symbolic role, 
and in the innovative funerary rituals, now individual (in cist, trench or hypogeum), 
weapons and adornments express the power of those individuals.

In social terms, communities are broken into different groups that now inhabit more 
and more diverse surroundings, either the traditional open settlements or stron-
gholds that safeguard water resources and their immediate fertile soils.

The Guadiana river and its tributaries, associated with the basin vast fertile areas, 
and reinforced by the Iberian Pyrites Lane mineral wealth, were surely key factors to 
root to these vicinities, during the Bronze Age final period (12th to 8th century B.C.), 
many farmers and cattle breeders communities, originating large fortified settle-
ments, build structures where many of these remains were collected.
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Copper or copper alloy Palmela 
type arrowhead Chalcolithic / 
Late 3rd millennium B.C.
Centirã 2 (Serpa, Brinches)

Copper or copper alloy 
winged arrowhead
Bronze Age
Centirã 2 Serpa, Brinches)

Triangular sword blade,
with riveted copper alloy
handle
Bronze Age
Horta do Folgão 
(Serpa, Brinches)

HORTA 
TOWER

The Horta (green garden) Tower, accessible by the castle main 
gate wright hand passage, is one of the Islamic build defensi-
ve structures that has come to our days. The stronghold late 
13th century reinforcement works, at the behest and pro-
vision of king D. Dinis, gave the castle the gothic features 
which currently presents, although, in the reconstruction, 
some archaic military taipa (mud) wall sections have been 
reused.
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Slate casting mold
Caliphate period (10th/11th centuries)
Zambujeiro 1 (in the vicinity) (Serpa, Pias).

Slate casting mold
Caliphate period (10th/11th centuries)

Zambujeiro 1 (in the vicinity)
 (Serpa, Pias)

White marble decorated 
altar piece

Late 7th century
Herdade da Abóbada 

(Serpa, Vila Nova de São Bento)

Tiles with shell motif
Scull backboard, inhumation grave

Roman period
Cidade das Rosas 

(Serpa, Salvador and Santa Maria)

Bronze bull shaped 
recipient handle (?)

Roman period
Torre Velha (Serpa, Pias)

THE EXHIBIT 
The �oor is dedicated to the Roman Era, Late Antiquity and Islamic Period. The exhi -
bition guide line is focused on territorial shaping, management and exploitation 
during these periods, combined with the understanding of its symbolic and sacred 
manifestations, enhancing, for Roman times, gravestones epigraphy, portraying the 
cult of the dead and the society behind it; for Late Antiquity, basilica/s architectonic 
elements, which illustrate the rising of Christianism; and, for the Muslim stage, the 
Islamization, expression of a new way of living.

In this open space room, the visit is to be done clockwise - starting on the left, close 
to the access stairs - �nishing near the outside space access door. The tour is com -
plemented with explanatory modules that provide context information concerning 
the exhibited artifacts.

FROM ROMAN IMPERIAL DOMAIN TO ISLAMIZATION
During roman ruling, Serpa district, a wealthy mineral and farming area, was a 
section of Lusitania, kept under the ruling of Pax Iulia  (Beja), the imperial civitas 
(city) that had been established by Augustus during the 1st century B.C..

The territory colonization process details are not well known, but surely had no 
major di�erences from those followed within the Conventus Pacencis (Beja’s area 
of in�uence), in which farming villas  (the ancestors of the actual farmsteads) are 
the economic exploitation fundamental network. Paved roads connected the main 
settlements, smoothing the travel of people and goods, as well as of new deities 
devotions. But even within this migratory context, some miscegenation with an -
cient local cults happened, a fact that some inscriptions in funerary headstones 
now allow us to acknowledge.

The weakening of Imperial domain, while Christianism was risin, allowed, after the 
4th century, the surge of new spaces and iconographies. Basilicas and monaste -
ries, built all over the territory, were the Church of Rome liturgy di�usion centers, 
and the remains, mostly epigraphy and decorative elements (such as those the 
visitor can �nd in this museum), testify the alliance that was established, during 
Late Antiquity, between wealthy landlords and the ecclesiastic hierarchy, both in 
the Word of God apostolic growth, as well as in the concurring share of political 
in�uence over the ancient conventus  and the small village communities that are 
now scattered all over.

Four centuries later, new lords, arriving from Arabia across the north of Africa, are 
now ruling over the south of Portugal.  For Serpa, not many details are known about 
the Islamization. The city, now a hisn (forti�ed town), persists under the in�uen -
ce of Beja, more and more a relevant stopover on the road between the regional 
capital and Seville. It is known that, in this period, the city was already circled by 
a strong wall, partially built in military taipa  (compacted mud), and kept its ruling 
over ancient roman agriculture, breading and mining settlements and routes wi -
thin its territory, whose inhabitants had gradually converted to Mahomet’s revela -
tion and to the new prophet in�uence, as witnessed by a protective amulet casting 
mold (known as Pias  mold, exhibited in the museum).

OUTER 
AREAS

Notable, in the outer areas, corresponding to the parade 
ground and surrounding forti�ed spaces, are: the Isla -
mic mud wall, the Horta  tower, both east bound; king 
Dinis stone wall to the south; a small circuit which ends, 
to the west, on the Governor’s house side wall. At the 
parade, architectonical remains of di�erent periods, 
particularly from Late Antiquity, add to those that visi -
tors �nd in this upper �oor.
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Inscribed 
Gravestones

Islamic periodRoman Era Late Antiquity 
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